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Soccer, long the worldâ€™s most played sport, is now undergoing a phenomenal popularity spurt

among youth in North America. This book, the complete amateur soccer handbook for all ages, is

indispensable for players, coaches, managers, league officials, referees and parents. Rules of the

game, conditioning methods, basic and advanced skills, positional play, team formations, defensive

techniquesâ€”and much moreâ€”are covered. The Laws of the Game, a publication of the

FÃ©dÃ©ration Internationale de Football Associations publication is reprinted in full. The modern

â€œshort-ballâ€• soccer concept is explained. Ball control skills are stressed for both developing and

advanced players, along with self-discipline and a strong defense. With this handbook,

championship teams and successful players can be built on these principles. In addition to technical

skills, the important principles of leadership, self-control, sportsmanship, team play, fairness, and

self-confidence are also promoted.
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Jeff GruwellSchertz, TexasMr. LuongoSir I could go on and on and on about what I thought of your

book. I have tried to teach the principles I learned in it to my own children but I have become so



frustrated because they don't mesh well with the way that so many coaches coach. If only people

would play disciplined soccer. At first the kids would be frustrated and even get beat but their grasp

on the fundamentals would eventually far outshine the gambling mentality with which most of the

soccer I've seen has been played. From the first kick down the field from the keeper, to the crosses

down near the goal I just remember the analogy you used of how crazy that would be if basketball

where played in that manner. Hey, thank you so much for your work. Shortball soccer without all of

this one touch stuff ( I don't remember if you commented on that but most kids don't have the talent

yet to handle the one touch stuff nor do I personally see the need for it if people are spread out and

exercising proper ball handling skills) would make me much happier. I want my son to experience

disciplined soccer but his high school team is stuck in the long ball, one touch, cross towards the

goal rutt. They've individually have talent but the ball is thrown away or headed away throughout the

game. I want to let the coach see your book or do something. Last year I tried to summarize some

of the principles I had learned from your book and pass them on to him, but that was a fragile

situation. I don't think it did any good. Do you have any suggestions? My daughter plays community

soccer and has the same type of coaching. I'm not a know it all but would just love to see the game

played upon sounder principles.Thank you for the talents and knowledge you have shared. Take

care.Sincerely,Jeff Gruwell

I have never seen some of the traps outlined in this book in other books. They are very interesting.

Others traps are explained in an easily understandable and well-illustrated manner. There is also a

section describing goalkeeping that is necessary for any coach or goalkeeper to master. Not only

am I a coach but also a referee, and so the information for a good refereeing has been very useful.

The book has only a few photographs, but many clear illustrations. Many of my other soccer books

are full of photographs that really do not clearly tell the whole story when it comes to understanding

a concept. The sketches however leave no doubt as to what the author is pointing out. I also agree

with Luongo's delineation of identifying quality vs. poor soccer.

Whether you are a coach or a parent of a child who plays soccer, this book is a must! I own several

soccer books, but I use this book as a reference and often carry it to the training field. If you are

serious about soccer, this book is for you.
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